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FRONT VIEW

SIDE VIEW

Both a pendant light and a perfect expression of hand blown glass. Using the compelling hold vessel as diffuser, the hold
pendant hangs on a double-ended solid brass hook which in turn hangs from a simple solid brass loop at the canopy.
The double-ended hook comes in four standard lengths. The socket is housed in a handmade solid brass candle cup,
separately suspended on its own fabric-wrapped electrical cord, suspending the bulb within the glass. Hand blown glass,
no two exactly alike.
Socket – 120V E26 60W max
Canopy: 1/8" brass plate with exposed fasteners pre-drilled 3 1/2" on-center (two brass 8/32 machine screws - incl)
Installation requires recessed steel electrical box with 8/32 threaded holes 3 1/2" on-center
Specify double-ended hook length: 12" / 18" / 24" / 36" (custom lengths available)
Three metal finishes available: dark oxidized / brushed brass / polished nickel
Eight glass colors available (including clear)
Bulb included
Please specify fabric-wrapped electrical cord color: black, blue, gold, or gray
All glass dimensions are approximate – hand blown glass dimensions vary by nature and intent
Hand blown in the Czech Republic

hold pendant shown with opaque white glass, gray fabric-wrapped cord, and brushed brass finish

available in transparent colors: clear-CLR amber-AMB olivin-OLV smoke-SMK
available in opaque colors: curry-CUR gray-GRY new blue-NBL white-WHT
LT262 - - LT262 - - - B
LT262 - - - N

hold pendant dark oxidized
hold pendant brushed brass
hold pendant polished nickel

glass dimensions
glass dimensions
glass dimensions

17"H x 8"W x 4"D (43x20x10cm)
17"H x 8"W x 4"D (43x20x10cm)
17"H x 8"W x 4"D (43x20x10cm)

cord colors available
transparent colors, from left: clear, amber, olivin, smoke
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opaque colors, from left: curry, gray, new blue, white
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